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Presentation and caveat 
• I’m a computer-science engineer, devoted to language software 

development, something between a linguist and a programmer 

• Among programmers, I’m considered a linguist, someone whose 
asks them to do almost impossible things with ordinary software 
tools, and someone who – God knows why – is in search of 
troblue with strange languages nobody has ever heard of 

• Among linguists, I’m considered a programmer, someone whose 
language is cryptic, and whose way of thinking is somewhat too 
schematic, square, strict.  

• Often, I work with dialectologists and glottologists who deal 
with dialects and regional languages in all their subtleness and 
micro-differences, and I’ll talk about “standardization” 

• As you see, everywhere I go, I’m an outsider 

 

 

 



TLTC – Tresòr de Lenga Textual Corpus 



6 pensieri 

1) Eccesso di offerta, permettetemi di esprimere il mio disagio 

 

2) Invenzione dell’acqua calda / della ruota 

 - necessità di fare rete. Lo dicono tutti 

 - neologia / wordlink 

3) Nostre specialità 

  - standardizzzione di lingue 

 - lessicografia gerarchica 

 - aumento del prestigio linguistico 

 

4) Occitano / francoprovenzale / ladino e patrimonio alpino 

 



The area 

(carta delle valli occitane) 



The project 

Tresòr de Lenga Textual Corpus is a digital library of texts in 

Occitan language representing different local varieties spoken in 

the valleys of western Piedmont, from the Quié Valley to the 

high Susa Valley. Sono stati archiviati oltre 2000 testi, circa 1400 

durante il primo anno di ricerca ed altri circa 600 durante il 

secondo anno. 

The project was initially launched in order to store and scan a 

large collection of Occitan texts gathered from journals of the 

valley printed since the early Sixties, a time when Piedmont 

witnessed the rise of an ethnic-linguistic awareness of Occitan-

speaking villagers of Cuneo and Turin. 

The texts have been scanned, digitized and placed on the website 

of the cultural association Chambra D’òc (www.chambradoc.it). 



The project 

Tresòr de Lenga Textual Corpus is a digital library of texts in 

Occitan language representing different local varieties spoken in 

the valleys of western Piedmont, from the Quié Valley to the 

high Susa Valley.  

 

More than 2.000 texts have been archived: about 1.400 during the  

first year of research, around 600 during the second year. 

(scrivi quanti token quante parole)  



Organisation of material 
 

Each text is equipped with contextualization and 

historicization material, such as: 

-the variety spoken by the author 

-the type of text 

-the spelling adopted  

-the date of publication 

-the source from which is taken 

-the information about the author, the collector and the 

translator.  

This information has also been reported in an Excel 

downloadable spreadsheet. 

 



Organisation of material 

Each publication is also introduced by two pages: the first 

(entitled: What is + name of the publication) provides the 

basic information about the text and the author; the second 

one (entitled: Guide to Reading) is a guide with the explicit 

spelling rules adopted by the author.  

These rules have also been transferred in the Table of 

correspondences between graphemes and phonemes 

according to IPA. Inside the texts, there are frequent references 

to the encyclopedic section of Chambra d’òc. The corpus is 

therefore able to offer readers and researchers a 

comprehensive overview of the history of Occitanism in Italy. 



Organisation of material 

Publications have been divided into sections: 

 

1) Magazines and periodicals 

2) Ethnotexts 

3) Prose: novels, short stories, translations 

4) Poetry 

5) Proverbs, common sayings, rhymes 

6) Marginal territories (Brigasc, Kyé) 

7) Music and dance 



On line examples 

 Ai decò cerchat de favorir una navigacion en moviment esfruchand la 

possibilitat que la telaranha dona de butar ensema a lo tèxt lo filmat ente 

l'autor – o un siu compaisan – lei lo document: aquò permet a lo lector de 

lèser lo tèxt escrich ent la grafia adobraa da l'autor e d'escotar la lectura 

facha ente la varietat dialectala dal país de lo scritor (coma ad esempi: 

Reino Jano chantaa e Abéio abéio e Rocho la cuna leisuas da Antonio 

Bodrero; El tintinponi de Clelia Baccon de Salbertrand; las poesias de Pietro 

Antonio Bruna-Rosso e Piero Raina d'Elva en I figli dei briganti (LINK); Setà 

decaire la flammo dei fouìe de Ugo Piton de Rore en Val Cluson; Viól 

d'emousioun de Marco Mastrocola originari de la val Pò; De pours e de Bufes 

de Lucia Abello d'Estròp; e apres encara tuchi lhi tèxtes culhits en Votz de 

Vermenanha e Ges: da Giacomo Bellone de Limon (LINK ), a Rino Giordano 

de Vernant, a Mario Fantino di Roascha etc.). 



Filing of magazines 



Organisation of material 

Finally, to help the reader to orientate in the great amount of 

textual material of TLTC, the author wrote an introduction 

about general culture of the Occitan valleys including 

historical memory, language and literature. In our presentation 

we will show what are the results of the effort of TLTC: the 

restoration and conservation of a valuable historical, linguistic 

and literary memory that represents an crucial task of 

safeguarding the intangible cultural heritage of Italy.  



Organisation of material 

However, the real novelty of this archive is in setting the use of 

multimedia and web technologies to make these resources 

interactive and accessible to anyone browsing the TLTC. The 

corpus will be implemented over the next few years with the 

help of other employees of Chambra d’òc. It will be enriched 

with numerous audio materials rescued from old vinyl records 

and tapes reproducing live recordings, interviews, surveys and 

traditional music of the valleys. 

 

http://www.chambradoc.it/tresorDeLenga-CorpusTestuale.page 

 



Organisation of material 



The results 

But what started as a project of archiving and digitization of 

texts with the aim of creating a textual corpus for 

dialectological studies on Occitan language, gradually began to 

assume a much more complex nature and became a sort of 

sociological investigation.  

The more than two thousand texts stored in TLCT can be read 

from two points of view: on the one hand, we can observe 

linguistic phenomena; on the other hand, we can wonder in 

what context the author has developed his or her own thought, 

which spelling system he or she adopted and why made the 

choice. 



The results 

The research has not stopped after the end of the projects, but 

it has lead to further in-depht analysis and to integrations with 

the material collected in the portal of Chambra d’òc. 

An example is the section 100 Paràulas dal Tresòr, an 

encyclopedic section of Occitan words divided into thematic 

groups. Many of these words have been taken from the work of 

TLTC. 

  



100 Paràulas dal Tresòr – Homepage  



100 Paràulas dal Tresòr – example 



Appropriate technologies for ML 

• computational linguistics for minority languages is not an 

accessory “luxury”, but it is a necessary (unfortunately not 

enough) condition to survive in a globalized world. 

 

• Smallcodes platform has an explicit eco-linguistic intent. 

 

• it wants to create interest around poorly investigated topics 

by mainstream universities. 

 



Software modules 

• Computer-based lexicography 

• Computer-based dialectology 

• Toponimy 

• Anthroponimy 

• Technical / tematic lexica 

• Standard spell-checking 

• “diglottic spellchecking” = Adaptation from local/dialectal variants  standardized 
language 

• Text Analyzers,  concordancers, tools for corpus linguistics 

• Language teaching 

• Content managing tools [web-TV for minorities, pod-casts, language-specific websites] 

• Terminology/Neology/”language industry” 

• Mobile computing: 
– Predictive text (T9-like) 

– Auto-completion 

– Spell-checking 

– Swype … 

 



Our goal - 1  



Terminology 

 

• (screen shot ULS – lessico tecnico – NON 

concentriamoci sulle scelte PUNTUALI. Facile 

criticarle) 

 

 

 

 

 



Morphology 



Spellchecking system 


